Instructions for
Holiday Watering Kit
Top Tip

Have some water handy (preferably warm) as dipping the ends of the tubes just before inserting
the connections makes everything much easier.

Getting Started
	The Holiday Reservoir or Waterbutt tap needs to be at least 15cm higher than the
Planter Reservoir.
■	
Make sure that your Holiday Reservoir or Waterbutt is within 1.8m of the Planter Reservoir.
■

Connecting your Planter Reservoir to your Holiday Reservoir - Top Mounted
Quadgrow Square - Top Mounted
■
Push the narrower end of the 1.8m tube through the hole in the Holiday Reservoir and push 		
the White Filter over the tube on the inside of the Holiday Reservoir.
■
Push the opposite end of the 1.8m tube into the end of the Red float. This will be a tight fit to 		
make sure there are no leaks.
■
Push the Red float in the hole on top of the Quadgrow tray.

Connecting your Planter Reservoir to your Holiday Reservoir - Side Mounted
Quadgrow Slim, NFT 3 plant (GS100), NFT 5 plant (GS200) and Rain & Drain (GS300) - Side Mounted
■

■

■

Push the narrower end of the 1.8m tube through the hole in the Holiday Reservoir and push the
White Filter over the tube on the inside of the Holiday Reservoir.
Push the threaded end of the Red float through the
pre-drilled hole in your Quadgrow reservoir so that the thread is on the
outside of the Reservoir, and fasten it in place using the supplied nut.
Push the 1.8m tube inside the threaded end of the Red float. It is a tight
fit to make sure there are no leaks.

Connecting your Planter Reservoir to a Waterbutt
	Click your Waterbutt connector on to your Waterbutt tap.
	Connect the opposite end of the 1.8m tube to the
Red float on the Planter Reservoir.

■
■

Top Mou
nted

If you are connecting 2 planters
	Push the narrower end of the 1.8m tube through the hole in the
Holiday Reservoir and push the White Filter over the tube on the
inside of the Holiday Reservoir.
■	
Push the two open ends of the T Connector into the Red float on
each of the planter Reservoirs.
■	
Attach the 1.8m tube from the Holiday Reservoir to the narrow
end of the T Connector.
■

Side Mounted

Adding an extra planter to your existing Holiday Watering set up
	Disconnect the tube from the Planter Reservoir closest to the Planter being added.
Attach the disconnected tube to the narrow end of the T Connector.
■
Connect the opposite end of the T Connector to the Planter that you have been using.
■	
Attach the remaining tube of the T Connector to the Water Level Controller on the added
planter reservoir.
■
■

Top Tips
	Storing your plant nutrient and water mix in a 10 Litre watering can makes it easy to
calculate the dosage rate and helps you monitor what your plants are taking.

■

Any Questions? Contact us
We are here to help you to get the best from your plants, so if you have any
questions about your Greenhouse Sensation Holiday Watering Kit or the plants
you are growing please feel free to contact one of our Gardening Angels on:
Call: 0845 602 3774
Email: info@greenhousesensation.co.uk.
Facebook: Greenhouse Sensation
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